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By Jason B. Cohen

By definition, an operating system (OS) is the software that dictates the performance of computer hardware. I am
really looking forward to the next "iDevices" phones, watches, glasses, jewelry, whatever because I think designers
will significantly improve the way that software and hardware work together.

With that on my mind, I came to a realization: Branding is your company's operating system, especially in the world
of luxury brands. Why? Luxury has always been about communicating and selling a brand experience, just as much
as goods and services. That critical, cumulative brand experience is any luxury company's OS.

The obvious contrast here is the world of mass brands, where commercialization and commoditization clearly rule
over a carefully considered user experience. That is just not what mass brands are all about.

On the other hand, luxury consumers are willing to pay a premium for exactly that experience. In exchange, of
course, they expect premium services and goods along with it.

Think of luxury consumers as patrons of creative, quality experiences. Any well-crafted luxury brand, like any well-
crafted OS, is entirely built around its user.

Core to the luxury OS are brand and product attributes such as heritage, craftsmanship, artisanship, connoisseurship,
taste and material. Three more I would argue are equally as critical:

1. Planning
A luxury brand OS has been predetermined. Strategized, if you will. It must offer an advancement that progresses
past previous iterations or competitors in some way that benefits its  target: it has got to be different and better, all
while being meaningful to people.

A big part of the pre-configuring that luxury brands must do involves creating hierarchy and organization the
purposeful arrangement of things along with behavior rules, which is a guide on how to act in the world.

To do all of this properly, luxury brands must clearly define and understand the target, or user, and develop
programing accordingly.

2. Interface
Next is how the brand interacts with the world: Interface.

I am talking about the experiential elements at a tactical level such as look, feel and voice.

Within the OS of a luxury brand, these become immersive tools for communication.

Superior luxury brands are able to address, diagnose and repair glitches and problems with their interface in real
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Superior luxury brands are able to address, diagnose and repair glitches and problems with their interface in real
time. They do it in a way that makes them appear almost human and self-aware, bringing to mind contemporary and
probably future software.

3. Execution
Last, and most important of all: execution. Consistency is the point of entry for luxury brands here.

Brands and operating systems that are unpredictable and erratic are difficult to relate to, and have a hard time
making meaningful connections with their targets, which is an essential component of a luxury brand experience.

We are all aware of the typical core elements of execution such as product, retail environment, campaigns and
messaging, but I would argue in our always-connected world there is an increasingly important contender: quality
content delivered within the proper context.

REACHING OUT beyond the confines of the brand itself to deliver meaningful material at the right time and place is
what sets truly successful luxury brands apart nowadays.

Rock-solid, effective branding is more than a logo, an ad, a brand book or usage manual. It is  luxury's operating
system.

Jason B. Cohen is executive vice president of creative at The O Group, New York. Reach him at jcohen@ogroup.net.
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